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ABSTRACT 
Two batteries of tests yield a covariance matrix Z assumed to have the structure 
Given a sample that yields a? estimate L!? of Z, we find the set of matrices 
A,, A,,\k,,\E, that minimizes 112 - Z(A,\k)lj. We also show how previously known 
solutions are related to one another, and how these solutions can be embedded into a 
broad class of solutions. Particular solutions that have special properties can then be 
selected from this class. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Two batteries of p, and p, tests have scores x that arise from the model 
XC [::I = [;;]f+[::], 
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where x1 and x2 are the cohunn score vectors on the p, and p, tests in 
batteries 1 and 2, respectively; A, = (a$:)) and A, = (a$)) are p, X m and 
p, x nz matrices that represent the loadings in interbattery factors for the 
variables in batteries I and 2, respectively, i.e., ui;’ represents the loading of 
variable i on interbattery factor j in battery k = 1,2; f denotes the score 
vector on m interbattery factors; and g, and g, are p, and p, dimensional 
vectors that denote the score on a composite of battery specific factors for the 
variables. 
The variables fr, . . . , f;, are assumed to be independently distributed with 
unit variance. The vectors f, g,, g, are independently distributed, with 
cov(g,, gr) = \k,, cov(g,, gz) = \E,. A consequence of the assumptions is that 
the covariance matrix Z of x has the structure 
We assume that B is positive definite; the case when Z is positive semidefi- 
nite can also be handled, but requires some additional technical details. The 
statistical problem is to estimate A,, A,, ‘k,, \E, from an estimate of Z based 
on a sample of N persons, each of whom takes p, + p, tests in the two 
batteries. 
From the sample we obtain score matrices X, : p, X N and X, : p, x N on 
the p, and p, tests in batteries 1 and 2, respectively, from which an estimate, 
2, of Z is obtained. We then determine A,, A,, @r, +z from the criterion 
subject to the constraint that the solution B(A,, ?T/,) is positive definite. 
Historically, the estimation procedures proposed are based on methods of 
solving the equations 
for Ai and $i, i = 1,2. (For notational simplicity we omit the carats and do 
not distinguish between population parameters and estimates whenever there 
is no danger of confusion.) 
A solution of (1.3) can be obtained stepwise. First determine A, and A, 
to satisfy 
x,, = A,&, Z,, - A,A; >, 0, Z,, - A,& > 0, 0.4) 
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where U 2 V means that U-V is positive semidefinite. Note that any 
solution (A,, A,) of (1.4) yields a class of solutions, since (A,Q, A,Q) for Q 
orthogonal is also a solution. However, given any solution for A, and A,, \k, 
and \k, are then uniquely determined. 
In the above formulation the number, m, of interbattery factors is 
assumed fixed. Because one objective of the interbattery model is scientific 
parsimony, a minimal value of m is desired. It is well known that 
m > max[rank(A,),rank(A,)] > min[rank(A,),rank(A,)] > rank(Z,,). 
Since it is possible for the minimal value to be achieved, any solution to (1.4) 
should also satisfy the requirement m = rank( Z ra). 
Tucker (1958) used a standard matrix factorization to determine A r and 
A, from G,, alone. This factorization has the property that it provides the 
minimum number, m, of common factors, but suffers from the deficiency 
that the residual matrices Z jj - A jA; need not be positive definite. Conse- 
quently, this factorization does not always provide an admissible solution to 
(1.4). 
Rao (1965) offered a solution to (1.4) which also provides a minimum 
value for m. This is based on the canonical correlation factorization Z,, = 
PiPi’, Z,, = Pap,‘, Z,, = P,D,,P,, where D, = diag(p, ,..., p,,O ,..., 0), and 
the py are the nonzero canonical correlations. 
Kristof (1967) obtained a solution to (1.4) by first finding an orthogonal 
factor solution for 2 yielding (A’i, Al’,), and then using an orthogonal 
transformation so that 
Kristof’s solution has the virtue of providing a complete factorization, whereas 
some solutions require a further factorization to obtain Gj from G,G/ = 
Zjj - A .A>. 
I 
However, this latter factorization is standard and can be ob- 
tained, or example, from the Cholesky decomposition. The Kristof solution 
does not, in general, provide the least number of common factors. 
Note that in (1.3) if A,, A, is a solution of ArAi = Z,,, then for any 
nonsingular matrix M 
A, = A,M, A, = A,M~-’ (1.5) 
-- 
is also a solution, that is, A,A’, = A,A’,. However, the converse is also true, 
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namely, if A,A; = A,A’, = IX,,, then there exists a nonsingular matrix M 
that connects (A,, A,) to (x1, x2) by (1.5). Thus (1.5) provides a mechanism 
for generating a wide class of solutions. From this class we seek solutions that 
have desirable properties. For example, Gibson (1960, 1961a, 1961b) ob- 
tained least squares approximations for M from Z,, E A ,MM’A’1 and Z,, s 
A,(MM’)-‘A’, individually, from which, by making an adjustment, the 
solution became compatible with Z,,. 
The above proposals do not take account of possible connections between 
the two batteries. For example, if we have two parallel batteries, then 
differences between scores in the two batteries are due to errors of measure- 
ment in the tests. In this case, the matrices A, and A, of loadings of the 
variables on interbattery factors should be the same, and we expect the 
e:timates of A, and A, to be in close agreement. This suggests that A, and 
A, be chosen so as to minimize /IAl- A& where I[*[/ denotes a norm or 
distance. 
We examine alternative solutions in the light of some criteria of closeness. 
We first modify the procedures of Tucker (1958) and Rao (1965) (Sections 2 
and 3) to obtain a broad class of solutions, and then compare these (Section 
4). Criteria and an algorithm for deciding on a single solution are provided in 
Section 5. 
2. A SOLUTION BASED ON THE SINGULAR VALUE 
DECOMPOSITION 
To obtain a factorization Z,, = A,A;, Tucker (1958) uses the singular 
value decomposition Z r2 = lYD,A’, where I?: p, x T and A: p, X T have or- 
thogonal columns (IT = I,, A’A = I,); D,, = diag(y,, . . . , y,); yl,. . . , yr are 
the positive characteristic roots of (2&21)1/2; and r is the rank of C,,. (If Q 
is positive semidefinite, by Q1i2 we mean the unique positive semidefinite 
matrix satisfying Q1/2Q1/2 = Q.) The determination of l? and D, can be 
made from lYDtY= Z,,Z,,, from which A = Z,,lYD;'. This factorization is 
unique (up to alternations in the signs of P) provided the y’s are distinct. 
The choice 
A, = I'D,'/', A, = ADy’j2, (2.1) 
then satisfies Z,, = A,A’2. Since r is the rank of Z,,, we choose m = r, 
which achieves the smallest number of interbattery factors. 
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REMARK. Note that A’rA, = A$A, = D,. Therefore A, and A, are 
defined so that the amount of variance accounted for by common factors is 
the same in both batteries. This may not always be a reasonable property. For 
example, if one of the batteries contains more variables measuring a common 
factor than the other battery, the variance accounted for by that common 
factor in the first battery will be greater than in the second battery. 
A fundamental difficulty in the choice (2.1) is that Zjj - A jA\, j = 1,2, 
need not be positive semidefinite. A sufficient condition for Z ji - A j A; >, 0, 
j = 1,2, is that the smallest characteristic roots A,I(Zrr) and X,z(Z,,) of Z,, 
and Z,,, respectively, are less than or equal to unity. [Characteristic roots of 
an n x n symmetric matrix A are denoted by h(A), or as ordered X r( A) >, 
. . . > x,,(A).] 
To generate a wider class of solutions from which we try to choose one 
that satisfies (1.4), recall that the problem is invariant under A, + A,M, 
A, + AaM’-’ for nonsingular M. Consequently, if Z,, = A,A’,, then we are 
free to search for an M such that 
Z,, - A,MM’A; >, 0, Z,, - A&-‘MPIA; > 0. (2.2) 
We now show that such an M exists. 
THEOREM 1. Zf 
>O and Z,,=A,A’,, 
then there exists a nonsingular matrix M such that (2.2) holds. 
Before carrying out the proof of the theorem we require the following 
lemma. 
LEMMAS. ZfC:PXnisofrankpandZ>O, then 
C’ZC < z (2.3) 
(2.4) 
if and only if 
2 < (CC’) -l. 
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Proof. If (2.3) holds, then since CC’ is nonsingular by the rank hypothe- 
sis, premultiplication by (CC’) - 'C and postmultiplication by C’( CC’) ~ ’ 
yields (2.4). Conversely, if (2.4) holds, then C’ZC < C’(CC’) ‘C < I, where 
the second inequality follows from the idempotency of C’(CC’)-‘C. n 
Proof of Theorem 1. Write (2.2) as 
Z > 2,“2A,QA;C,1’2, (2.5a) 
Z > 2,“2A2Q-1A’&21’2, (2.5b) 
where Q = MM’. 
Applying Lemma 2 to (2.5a,b) yields Q < (A’iZfilA,)-’ and Q-l< 
(A'&,lAJ1, which can be combined into the condition 
S,=A~z,lA,~Q~(A;Z,,lA,)-l=-S,‘. (2.6) 
In order for the inequality (2.6) to have a solution Q for given 
A,, A,, xi,> I,,> it is necessary that S, < SC ‘, or equivalently, the largest 
characteristic root X,(S,S,) < 1. That the latter inequality holds follows from 
the fact that 
X,( S,S,) = X,( A’J,‘A,A;Z,‘A,) = A,( Z&iZ,,Z,lZ,z). (2.7) 
The positive definiteness of Z implies that Z, >, B,,Zfi’Zi,, or equivalently, 
that Z > Z;21/22212: ;i12122i21/2, which implies that 1 2 
X,(Z,1’2Z,,Z,1Z,,X,1’2), and completes the proof. 1 
To obtain a class of solutions Q satisfying (2.6), simultaneously factor 
S;i=WW’, S, = WD,W’, (2.8) 
where W: m x m is a nonsingular matrix, De = diag(8,, . . . , O,), and 8,, . . . ,8, 
are the characteristic roots of S,S,, i.e., 0 = A(S,S,). (See e.g. Mirsky, 1955.) - _ 
For Q choose 
Q(o) = WD,W’, (2.9) 
where Da = diag( oi, . . . , a,) is to be determined. The requirement (2.6) then 
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becomes 
WD,W’ < WDJV < ww’ . (2.10) 
A consequence of (2.7) is that 8 = h(S,S,) Q 1, so that (2.10) holds for any set 
al’-. ., a,, satisfying 
Bi<(Yi<l, i=l ,..., m. (2.11) 
Every choice of Da generates a matrix Q(a) from (2.9), which can be 
factored as Q(a) = MM’. The solution for M = M(a) is not unique, but all 
solutions are rotations of one another. 
Given any solution of Z,, = A,Ai, a class of solutions xi = A,M, x2 = 
A,M- ' can now be constructed, each of which satisfies the requirements 
(1.4). We call this class of solutions extended Tucker solutions. Note that 
some flexibility still remains, since the (~i,. . . , a, have not been chosen. The 
choice of (Y’S can be made so that the transformed solution has desirable 
characteristics depending on the context of the tests. 
REMARK. The class of matrices Q that define the modified Tucker 
solutions do not exhaust all the matrices for which the residual matrices 
Z jj - A j A’. > 0. This is so because every matrix Q satisfying (2.6) need not 
be express1 & le in the form WDJV’, where W is specified. A complete class is 
obtained by characterizing the class of matrices for which De Q X < I, where 
X = W-‘QW’-‘. 
REMARK. Although the class of solutions has been extended, it is not 
clear how to choose the matrix M to yield a meaningful psychological 
interpretation, but this issue is inherent in many factor analytic models. 
3. A SOLUTION BASED ON THE CANONICAL 
CORRELATION REPRESENTATION 
To obtain a factorization Z,, = A,Ai, Rao (1965) uses the representation 
of Hotelling (1936): 
z,, = L,-q, Z,=L,L',, %=L, Dp O 
i 1 0 0 
Li, (3.1) 
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where L, : p, X p 1, L, : p, X pz are nonsingular, 
pi,. . . , p, are the positive characteristic roots of 
where r is the rank of Z,,. 
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D,=diag(p,,...,~~), and 
(2,“22,,2,‘~,“2)“2, 
For definiteness and without loss of generality, suppose p, d p,. Then the 
choice 
where m = r, satisfies Z,, = A,A’,. Furthermore 
“jj-AjA;=LjL;Lj(: ijL;=Lj(‘m;Dp ;jL;, j=1,2, 
where Ii: (pi - m) X ( pi - m). But 0 < pi < 1, so that the residual matrices 
Xi,- A,A’, and X2,- A,Ai are positive semidefinite. 
Following the same approach as in Section 2 where A i + A 1 M, A, + 
A,M’+‘, we again obtain the condition (2.6): 
A;Z$A, G MM’< ( A;z,~A,) ? (3.3) 
From (3.1) and (3.2), A’J,‘A, = D,, A’,Z,‘A, = D,, so that (3.3) becomes 
D, < MM’< DP-? (3.4) 
A useful characterization for M satisfying (3.4) does not seem to be available. 
The choice M = D,, where D, = diag(v,, . . . , v,), pi < vz < pi-‘, satisfies (3.4) 
and provides a simple solution. In effect, this is equivalent to letting 
, A,=L, (3.5) 
where CY& = pi, 0 < oi < 1, 0 <pi < 1. We term the class of solutions (3.5) 
extended Rao solutions. 
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4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOLUTIONS 
We now show that there is a relationship between the two solutions. 
Actually, we show that all solutions are connected in a certain way. This is 
based on an analogue to the well-known fact that AA’ = BB’ if and only if 
A = Bl?, where P is an orthogonal matrix. In the following lemma we provide 
a generalization of this result to the case of different matrices. 
LEMMA 3. Let -4, and B, be p, X m matrices, and let A, and B, be 
p, x m matrices, all of rank m. Then 
if and only if 
A,A’, = BrBz’ (4.1) 
A, = BJZ, A, = B,H’-‘, (4.2) 
where H is a nonsingular matrix. 
Proof. That (4.2) implies (4.1) is immediate. To show that (4.1) implies 
(4.2), note that by the rank hypothesis A\A, and A’,A, are nonsingular, so 
that 
A, = ( A,&,)A,( &,A,) - ’ = B,( B;A,)( A;A,) -l= B,H,, 
A, = (A,A;)A,(A;A,) -‘= B,(B;A,)(A~A,) -‘= B,H,. 
But 
H;H, = ( A;A,) -‘A;( B,B;)A,( A;A,) -’ 
= (A;A,) - ‘A;( A,A’,)A,( ALA,) -i = I, 
which completes the proof. n 
Thus, if we start with either the Tucker or the Rao solution (or any other 
solution), one is obtained from the other by an oblique transformation. 
Because H is not orthogonal, every solution extracts a different amount of 
interbattery variance from the two batteries. By considering the extended 
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Rao or Tucker solution, we may alter the amount of variance accounted for 
according to the demands of the investigation. 
5. THE CHOICE OF OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS FOR SOME 
INTERBATTERY MODELS 
Both the extended Rao and Tucker procedures satisfy the requirements 
given in (1.3). However, there still remains some flexibility within each class. 
Two criteria for the choice of a solution are now considered. 
5.1. Parallel Batteries 
If we have two parallel batteries (that is, for each test in one battery there 
is a classically equivalent test in the other battery), then the differences 
between the scores in the two batteries are due to errors of measurement in 
the tests. Thus, we expect the estimates of A, and A, to be in close 
agreement. This suggests that we choose a factorization so as to 
min tr(Ai-A,)(A,-A,)‘. (5.1) 
If we choose either the extended Rao or the extended Tucker solution, 
we can obtain the other by a transformation. Suppose that A,, A, 
solution, that is, C,, = A,Ab. By Lemma 3, we can consider solutions 
and A,H’-‘. Then (5.1) becomes 
then 
is a 
AiH 
rn$ tr( A,H - AaH’-‘)( H’A; - H-‘A’,) 
= rn? tr[ A,(HH’)A; + A,( HH’) p’~i] - 2tr Z,,, (5.2) 
subject to 
A,HH’A; < Z,,, A,( HH’) -‘Ai < Z,,. (5.3) 
Because A, and A, are of rank m and HH’ is positive definite, (5.3) is 
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equivalent (from Lemma 1) to 
( A~z,~A,) G HH’f ( A;Z;~A,) -l. (5.4) 
A further simplification can be achieved by the factorization 
( A;Z$A,) -r = ww’, 
A’zZ,rA, = WD,w’, (5.5) 
HH’ = WQW, 
where W is nonsingular, De = diag( or,. . . , O,,), and the B ‘s are the character- 
istic roots of (A’sZ,lA,)(A’rZ,lA,), or equivalently, of Z&l,‘z,,Z~r’Z,,. 
Thus 0 < Si < 1. Using (5.5), the condition (5.4) becomes 
WD,w’< WOW’< WW’, (5.6) 
which simplifies to De Q Q < I. Thus the minimization (5.2) becomes 
rn: tr[ Q( W’A;A,W) + Q-‘( W-‘A’,A,W’-‘)] (5.7) 
subject to De < Q < I. 
A complete resolution to this extremal problem is complicated, and breaks 
down into cases. However, a partial solution is given by Q = D, = 
diag(q,,...,q,). If 
U = W’A;A,W, V= W-‘A’,A,W’-‘, 
then (5.7) reduces to 
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Because of the convexity of the function f( .a) = zu + zP ‘v, for U, u, z > 0 the 
minimizer qi is given by 
(5.8) 
A partial solution is then obtained as follows: 
(a) Find A, and A, using either the singular value decomposition 
(Section 2) or the canonical correlation representation (Section 3). 
(b) Determine (A’iZ,lA,))l = Z, and A’$&‘A,= Z,, and solve for 
W, De in the factorization Z, = WW’, Z, = WD,W’. 
(c) Compute U = W’A;A,W, V = W-lA’sAaW’-‘, and determine ii from 
(5.8). 
(d) Choose H as any solution of HH’ = WD$V’. This does not yield a 
unique solution to this problem, but all solutions are rotations of one another. 
(e) Then A,H, A,H’+’ is a solution to the interbattery problem. 
5.2. Batteries with Unequal Numbers of Variables 
Suppose that one of the batteries, say battery 2, measures additional 
variables to those measured by battery 1. An example of this occurs when 
battery 2 is obtained by adding more tests to a parallel form of battery 1. (For 
numerical examples, see Nanda, 1967.) Let Z,, and Z,, represent the 
covariance matrices for the variables in batteries 1 and 2, respectively, and 
Z,, the covariances of variables between batteries. If we have a factorization 
Z: r2 = A,Ai, we no longer expect A i and A, to be close, and indeed they 
will be of different dimensions. Thus, we may wish to minimize some 
composite of the residuals, e.g., a weighted sum of variances, 
etr(Z,,-A,A’i)2+(1-ol)tr(Z2z-AzA~)2, (5.9) 
or a geometric mean of generalized variances, 
IZ,, - A,A;(“& - A,A’,I’-“, (5.10) 
where 0 d (Y 6 1. 
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We now provide a class of solutions for (5.10). As in the previous section, 
we consider the general class of solutions A,H and A,H’- ‘, which leads to 
the problem 
m~IZ,l-A,(HH’)A;laIZzz-AB(HH’)-lA’?I1--(I, (5.11) 
subject to the constraint A’J,,As < HH' Q (A’rZ,lA,)-‘. Taking logarithms 
in (5.11) yields 
m~(aloglZ,,I+aloglz-(HH’)(A;Z,‘A,)I 
+ (I- a)loglx,I+(f - a)ioglz - (HH~‘(AQ&) I>. (5.12) 
Using the factorization (5.5), (5.12) becomes 
m,‘” [ alog(Z - Dql+ al0glZ - D,-lQl] 
= min 
e,GqGr [ 
‘i 
aZlog(l-qi)+alog l-; 
i .)I ) (5.13) 
where a = 1 - cx and the constants that do not affect the minimization are 
omitted. The minimum of (5.13) is given by 
Gi = 
- 19~(1- Z(Y) + @(I - 2~x)~+4cx(uB, 
2a 
(5.14) 
A straightforward analysis shows that ei < ii Q 1, i = 1,. . . , r. The special case 
(Y = f yields the simple result c?, = fi. 
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